Relation of recensions to original and to each other      xlvii
Finally, I append here a miscellaneous lot of details in which JR is
peculiar; in almost every case I regard it as practically certain that
JR has departed from the original. The references are again to the
sections and notes of my Composite Outline. Those who wish really
to understand the points must turn to the places quoted.
I,	note 3.   The prelude in the original was in the form of a dialog
between Qiva and Parvati;  the god speaks of the marvelous throne,
the goddess asks to hear the story thereof.   In JR the dialog is kept,
but the speakers are dropt!    It is a hypothetical interlocutor who
replaces Parvati, and the author himself answers in place of Qiva.
II,	note 1.   The city is always called Avanti in JR, whereas all the
other versions call it TJjjayinL
II, notes 2 and 15. JR represents Vikrama as having been in exile
thruout Bhartrhari's reign; this alteration seems intended to prepare
for the insertion of the Agnivetala episode, in which the exile returns
incognito and wins the kingdom.
Ilia, note 1. Weber and Hertel saw in the use of the word digam-
bara (SB, BR) an attack on the Jain sect of that name. Tho it is
perhaps noteworthy that JR substitutes yogin, that view seems to me
untenable; see AJP. 33.275 f.
Illb. The whole episode of the dancing-contest, as a result of
which, by his wise decision, Vikrama won the throne, is offensive to
strict Jainism, which like Buddhism disapproved of dancing. The
very lame account which JR substitutes for it is obviously secondary.
IV, note 1. The shortening of the account of Vikrama's struggle
with Qalivahana in JR is perhaps due to the fact that it is told again
(tho quite differently, to be sure) in 24. JR avoids repetitions; cf. its
treatment of 31 (above, p. xl).
VII, note 7. For this variation, ape instead of bear, I can assign no
reason. The story is much better, however, in its original form; the
bear, being more ferocious, would be more apt to inspire the prince
with fear, and his kindness would be all the more impressive.
4, note 4. JR will not have its model king made a hunter, tho by
omitting this it loses the motivation for his being in the forest.
4, note 8. The reason assigned for the crime in SR and MB is more
plausible and natural.
I think hardly t Note the important fact that in MR 19 the king is not said to have
seen Yisnu acting as Bali's doorkeeper (this is an addition of JR); he merely praises
Bali's greatness, saying that even Visnu had condescended to be his doorkeeper. SR
only says that Vi§nu once cain« to Bali ** with a request **; BR has no mention of

